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1. Introduction
Most educational programs for behavioral change, mindset and motivation are often not effective or have
short durability.
You ask yourself why?
Your mind has been programmed long ago. From the middle of the pregnancy to childhood and onwards
our life experiences get imprinted and saved into our subconscious mind. These early experiences and the
input of new information that we experience all through our childhood together create the beliefs which
determine the “rules”. These shape the way we create everything in our lives, from our personal
relationships to careers and decisions for the future. Thus if you maybe subconsciously feel or think you are
responsible for the quality, direction, and success in your life, you may actually on the subconscious level
simply live the patterns and programs you have learned from others as a child. As an adult these patterns
might cause you conflicts or resistance in reaching success and top achievements. It is thus crucial that as
adults we become aware of our subconscious programs, update them, and synchronize them with our
conscious goals and wishes.
This is the power available for each and every one of us to make use of.

2. You are the creator of your circumstances
Let me begin with a story from the book of John David Mann, Code of Joy:
ONCE UPON A TIME…there was a flea who believed that he was king of the world. One day he
decided that he wanted to go to the beach for a swim. But the western shore was many miles
away, and on his own, the flea could travel only inches at a time. If he was going to reach the shore
during his lifetime, he would need transportation. So he called out to his elephant. “Ho there,
Elephant, let´s go out!” The flea´s elephant came to his side and kneeled down. The flea hopped up and,
pointing to the west, said, “That way – to the beach!” But the elephant did not go west. He
rather felt like taking a stroll in the forest to the east, and that is what he did. The flea, much to his
dismay, could do nothing but go along for the ride, and spent the day being smacked in the face by
leaves and branches. The next day, the flea tried to get the elephant to take him to the store to buy
salve for his face. Instead, the elephant took a long romp in the northern mountains, terrifying the
poor flea so badly that he could not sleep that night. The flea stayed in his bed for days, beset by
nightmares of thundering long mountain roads, certain he would fall to his death, and awoke each
morning in a cold sweat. After a week, finally feeling well enough to rise from his bed, the flea
beckoned the elephant to his side, clambered up, and said, “I´m not well. Please, take me to the
doctor.” But the elephant merrily trundled off the western seashore, where he spent the day
swimming. The flea nearly drowned. That night, sitting by the fireplace and trying to warm himself, the
flea had a thought. He turned to the elephant and said, “About tomorrow…um, what are your plans?”
You´re probably wondering what the moral of this story is.
It is simply this: if you are a flea riding an elephant, before you make any plans, you might want to check
out what your elephant has in mind.
This point is more important to your life than it might seem – because in fact, you are a flea riding an
elephant. The flea of the story represents your conscious mind, which includes your intellect and power of
reason, your ambitions and aspirations, your ideas, thoughts, hopes, and plans. In short, everything you
think of as you.
And the elephant? That´s your subconscious mind.

3. Three aspects of mind
Keep in mind that YOU have power at your disposal. You can take advantage for your own benefit. Let’s see
now, how much power you have inside, to free yourself.
There are three aspects of mind:
•

•
•

The Superconscious mind. Higher consciousness (also called the Higher Self, God, Source, Creator,
universal consciousness, and other names). It is above reason (it need not reason). It is the ultimate
creative force.
The Conscious mind. The mind that acts, presents an idea on the subconscious. It is the mind of
reason.
The Subconscious mind. The mind that reacts, expresses the ideas impressed upon it. It is the
mind of emotion.

Each aspect of the mind plays an essential role in creating your life experience. Understanding how they
work and how they relate will help you harness the immense power of your mind so you can create
desirable circumstances.
Your mind is the most powerful creative force - yet it is not easy to learn to ‘tame’ and direct it. You cannot
separate the three aspects of your mind, any more than you can separate the various facets of a diamond
from the material itself. They can be seen as varying degrees of mind. Mind itself, like everything else, is
pure energy. In fact, everything is ‘mind’ since we cannot separate the created from the creator. At the level
of energy, no separation is possible. The entire universe is vibrating energy! You cannot separate thought
from matter, you cannot separate emotion from thought, or mind from body.

The Superconscious mind
The superconscious mind, or higher consciousness, transcends the physical and the mental. It is a spiritual
mind (not to be confused with ‘religious’). It is the ‘You’, the Self that is an eternal point of consciousness,
one with the universal mind (universal consciousness, God, Source, Creator, etc.).
The superconscious mind is stillness. It is the observer, the ‘being’ that has no need for ‘doing’; it is the
pure energy of Love that all spiritual and religious traditions aspire to know.
The superconscious mind knows existence outside the physical reality that many of us believe to be the
‘only’ reality.
It is the creative mind that understands that it is the cause and physical circumstances are the effect.
It is a mind that it always still, always at peace and not concerned with ego-driven thought. It is above
polarity. It is above judgment.

The Conscious mind
The conscious mind is the “thinking mind” - the objective mind, or self-consciousness.
This is the mind that relies on the physical senses to gather information about the environment.
It enables you to experience physical reality. This is the mind of choice - giving you the freedom to choose
consciously and deliberately, rather than unconsciously. However, as you will soon see, most of your
choices are based on your subconscious programming.
The conscious mind is the mind of free will and choice. It is the aspect of the mind that does the
programming of the subconscious – but ironically, this programming is often done unconsciously (outside
our awareness).
So who is running the show?

4. So who is running the show?
Ideally, it is the programmer and not the computer, but often it’s the other way around because the
programmer has installed the wrong programs. Many people unknowingly program self-limiting,
disempowering and self-defeating beliefs (or “programs”) into their subconscious minds. That might not
seem like a problem, except for the fact that 95% of your thought processes originate in the subconscious
and only 5% are fresh, new thoughts that arise in the conscious mind. That means most of the time,
everyone is operating on autopilot – on preconditioned responses, behaviors and thoughts. Whatever is
programmed into your autopilot (or your thought habits), that’s the direction your life will head, without
fail. The subconscious mind is powerful, but it is the rare person who has complete control of its vast
potential.
If you can imagine a supercomputer that has been programmed with all sorts of self-defeating
disempowering beliefs that dictate what your habits are… and if you can imagine that most of your
circumstances were created by acting on mental habits… and you are not satisfied with your
circumstances... then you can see just how powerful and misdirected the power of the subconscious mind
really is. It is vital to know that the subconscious mind should be “below” (controlled by) the conscious
mind; but most people have unknowingly given over their creative power to it.
Imagine your thoughts as an iceberg. The visible thoughts (about 5% of your thoughts) are your conscious
thoughts, the ones you choose and direct. But under the surface of the water (under the surface of your
awareness) lies the real power of your mind - the 95% of thought that is subconscious. This is the seat of
your beliefs, thought habits and conditioned programs.
Most of your circumstances were created as a result of “flying” along on autopilot, mindlessly doing what
you’ve always done (even if expecting different results). Your mental habits, be they empowering or
disempowering, run your life because they dictate how you make decisions.
You might not think that every single choice you make has a consequence, but little things add up. If you
procrastinate once and miss out on a golden opportunity, it might not be the “end of the world” but if you
procrastinate again and again and again and miss out on many opportunities… well, now you’re
seeing some repercussions.
Even consequences that are outside your awareness are still consequences, and they all work in concert
to create your present reality. If you are not satisfied with your circumstances... then you can see just how
powerful and misdirected the power of the subconscious mind really is.
To change your life for the better, you must change the programming in your subconscious mind so the 95%
of your thought processes work for you, not against you…
Think about the possibility:
What if you were to automate your success by installing the right beliefs, in other words what if you
created the habits that ensured the behaviors that generated the desired results?

5. Change the chain of command
Do you really want things to change? If so, start with setting the intention to change.
Basically, if you truly want to automatically run “programs” that are fun, exciting, fulfilling and rewarding,
you’ve got to install them first!

How the Subconscious mind works
Since decisions add up to create your life circumstances, have you ever thought about how you make
decisions?
We actually have two ways of coming to conclusions.
One is the logical method that involves analysis and reason. This is the decision-making process that you’re
aware of. But the problem with it is that it’s very slow, and it’s constrained by your perception of reality.
If you have ever tried to multi-task two things that require your undivided attention, you know you have
failed miserably.
The other way you make decisions is intuitive or emotional, automatic and incredibly fast. It is responsible
for most of the words you say and the actions you take. This is the realm of the subconscious mind, which is
remarkably efficient at making fast judgments. The problem comes when the subconscious mind is allowed
to make decisions that really should be controlled consciously.
You can program any idea you want into the subconscious. Once there, that idea will join with other ideas
as beliefs that drive your decision-making. Even though you can rationalize your decisions, it’s ironic that
your beliefs are not necessarily rooted in logic or reasoning. They are emotional.
You can think of the subconscious mind as being a lot like a supercomputer. It is a vast storehouse of data.
Its function is to help you make sense of the world. It cannot express what is not programmed into it, any
more than a computer cannot run a program that is not installed. The programming determines whether
your life will operate based on a negatively- or positively-biased autopilot! Install the right programming,
and you become a creative force in the direction you want your life to go.
It may feel uncomfortable to know that your life is essentially run like an extremely complex ‘computer’
program but take heart - you have one thing that even the most powerful supercomputer does not have:
the power of free will (choice).
The most important thing to know about the subconscious is that is does not reason, nor does it judge.
It does not distinguish between positive and negative, good and bad, beautiful or ugly, or any other
polarity. For better or for worse, it unquestioningly accepts and acts on whatever you program into it.
Like a computer, the subconscious can only repeat what has been programmed into it and that’s how the
myriad of choices you make on autopilot ultimately add up to run your life.

This is actually a brilliant process! Think of how much mental effort it would be to have to relearn how to
drive, to eat with a knife and fork, to tie your shoes or send an email every time you had to do it. It’s
absolute genius that your mind is able to automate things you do repeatedly, saving your precious
conscious mental resources for more demanding tasks.
However, it’s important to note that it doesn’t just automate physical actions, but mental processes as well.
That includes the way you think about things.

Just how powerful are you?
If you are a success, it is because you have programmed yourself to be a success.
If you are struggling, it is because you have programmed yourself for struggle.
If you are healthy, it is because you have programmed yourself to be healthy.
If you are lonely, it’s because you have programmed yourself to be lonely.
Now, before you bristle at this, remember that you stand at the center of an infinite circle, and your
circumstances surround you.
Life is a series of choices - some minute, some huge - that all add up to create your life. If you make most
of your decisions automatically, it stands to reason that upgrading the programming will change the bias of
your automatic decision-making processes and your life will measurably improve. It takes courage to admit
to your creative role, but at the same time it is very empowering.
Every single choice you’ve made throughout your lifetime has had a consequence. You chose whether to
have a good, solid breakfast or a donut in the morning; that choice affected your energy levels throughout
the day; your energy levels affected your work performance (who can think, when they’ve got the two
o’clock ‘sleepies’?); and then when it was time for annual performance job review, whether you go the
promotion or not reflected the choices you made leading up to that point.
Of course it’s rarely as linear and simple as this. Many factors come into play, but the point is, the
interaction of many varied choices lead up to the results you are having right now. But do not obsess about
every single choice you have made or will make. Remember, most of them are automatic.
So it’s really quite simple to change your life around: change the programming. If you want great results,
program in ‘great’ beliefs and automate your success.
When the subconscious is being programmed, it records anything and everything without judging what is
introduced (with a powerful combination of repetition and emotion) and accepts it as part of your
‘operating system’.

When a decision is needed, the subconscious will express exactly what had been programmed into it
through emotion, action and awareness:
•
•
•

Emotion. Most decisions are based on emotions, and most emotions are associated with memories
Action is always preceded by thought, and thoughts are for the most part in accordance with your
programming.
Awareness of external resources (including situations and people) that facilitate matching the outer
reality to match the inner reality.

However, the conscious mind plays a role as well in the form of free will (choice):
•
•
•

Emotion - although most decisions are based on emotions, you still consciously make the decision
(even not making a decision is a decision)
Action - you must still consciously decide to act, and take that action.
Awareness - even if a perfect solution is staring you in the face, you still must make the choice to
act on it.

The subconscious mind can provide all of the material, but cannot assemble it in any way; that requires free
will and action, which are products of the conscious mind.
The brilliance of the subconscious mind is this: to experience the limitless, you must believe in the limitless
and then you can and will experience the limitless. Your beliefs, stored in the subconscious, act like
automatic programs that direct the way you think, speak and act. If you haven’t programmed any
limitations, you won’t have limited results: your success will be automatic and assured.
Relax into this concept: whatever deeply felt desire, personal truth or belief, or thought of conviction
introduced into the subconscious mind will later be expressed in your thoughts, words and actions.
Therefore, if you change the programming, you will change your life.
Don’t overthink it; just allow it to permeate your being. Feel it in your body.

6. How the subconscious gets the wrong programming
The problem is that most people unknowingly allow disempowering messages into their subconscious
mind, where they reside as part of their ‘operating system’ that determines most of the choices they make,
and as a consequence, the results that show up in their lives.
When you are strongly affected by something in your environment or by something someone says - in other
words, when strong emotion is present and the idea is deeply felt - the idea enters the subconscious very
easily, where it will to some degree affect your future.
•
•

How do disempowering beliefs get programmed in the subconscious?
Why wouldn’t everyone choose to program a limitless mindset instead of a lot of limits and
negativity?

Well, we surely would - except that most of our programming is already in place by the time we read words
like these that enlighten us to the secrets of the mind.
The conscious mind is meant to be the guardian of the subconscious mind because it is only through the
conscious mind that information can enter the subconscious. It is supposed to filter out disempowering
messages… and deposit only harmonious, empowering and positive ideas into the subconscious.
However, most people do not allow the conscious mind to do its job because they do not think deeply
about the information they hear and allow a lot of disempowering negativity to lodge in their minds.
Anyone who indiscriminately allows external influences to dictate how they think, give away their personal
power to interpret events in empowering ways rather than disempowering ways.
For example, if your father drilled it into your head that money was hard to come by, you would not have
questioned it as a child because you had no frame of reference.
People who watch the news are influenced by the media; think about how powerfully we are influenced on
a daily basis:
•

•
•

“If it bleeds, it leads” is a classic but unfortunate news motto that basically says, if someone isn’t
hurt, it’s not newsworthy. We are sucked into the drama of these stories, and so that negativity and
fear permeates us to the point we believe the world is an awful, dangerous place.
Advertising tells us that unless we wear a certain brand of clothing or drink a certain brand of bee,
we won’t be one of the beautiful people.
Misguided religious leaders tell us that it’s okay to hate and judge people of different races, religious
ideals, sexual orientation or even gender.

We all allow external influences like parents, teachers and the media to put ideas in our heads. Of course
this is completely natural when you’re a small child learning to navigate the world - but this disempowering
external programming continues throughout an individual’s lifetime if they do not get control of their
conscious mind and say “NO!” to influences that don’t ring true or that cause them to have bad feelings.
Your life is run in strict accordance to the information programmed into your subconscious mind. Since you
didn’t consciously choose much of these programs, you are certainly not to blame - most of your

conditioning was already in place by the time they are 10 years old.
Children are remarkable sponges, but they are simply not mature enough or able to reason to the point
where they could discern whether a belief is empowering or disempowering. A child’s mind is highly open,
and susceptible to programming. By the time an individual is an adult, the core programs are in place.
The subconscious is comfortable with these programs and doesn’t want to change them and will resist any
new ideas that contradict this programming (but take heart – you’re about to learn the secrets of
reprogramming your subconscious).
In The Master Key System, Charles Haanel explains it this way:
“The subconscious mind does not engage in the process of proving. It relies upon the conscious mind
to guard it from mistaken impressions, circumstances, then the subconscious mind is unguarded and
left open to suggestion from all sources.”
What are the programs that run your life?
They are your beliefs - or, what you believe to be true.

7. How beliefs program you for success... or struggle
Your beliefs either empower or disempower you. Everything that is undesirable or wrong in your life is the
result of a wrong impression in your subconscious mind. However, you can’t remove disempowering
beliefs by mental force or willpower, or by denial. You must introduce a new belief, and deliberately act on
it repeatedly so that the old beliefs cease to exist.
Here’s an example;
One person believes that she is worthy of amassing a great fortune. She will unconsciously express that
belief:
•
•
•
•
•
•

She will not be shy about asking for generous compensation for her work.
She will project confidence, self-assurance and positivity.
She will manage her money well.
She will be generous with her time and resources.
She will act as though she is rich, whether or not physical wealth has caught up to her inner wealth.
She will be grateful and appreciate her riches, in whatever form they take.

These actions will have consequences that serve to prove to her that her belief is correct. Because her
beliefs are empowering, she will behave like a person who is wealthy and who deserves wealth. In this way,
she will attract more and more wealth.
Another person believes that he can never rise above his ‘station’ in life.
He believes that if his parents and grandparents were laborers, his neighbors and friends are laborers and
everyone he knows are ‘poor, hardworking folk’ then he will probably end up being a poor laborer as well.
He may have dreams of something greater, but if his belief that ‘this is what you will grow up doing’ is
strong, then he will unconsciously act on that belief:
•
•
•
•
•

He will downplay the importance of an education.
He will speak poorly of the rich.
He will adopt rough, common ways of speech and complain about his boring life.
His behavior, too, mirrors his beliefs about himself – that he’s not worthy of anything better.
He considers some people his ‘betters’.

To a kind, altruistic rich person, the belief that rich people are arrogant jerks is completely wrong. Would
that person call himself an arrogant jerk? Of course not. He believes that he is using his wealth for the
betterment of other peoples’ lives. It’s a matter of perspective and choice whether a belief is true or not.
Because of these unconscious behaviors, his life will evolve correspondingly and reinforce his belief that he
cannot rise above his station.
Both people operate under a set of beliefs (their belief system) and both believe that the world operates
according to those ‘rules’.
Think about your own beliefs and how you treat them: as absolute truths.
We perceive our beliefs to be true because of the laws of cause and effect. When we believe something, we
hold certain expectations; those expectations lead us to unconsciously take action on those beliefs; those

actions generate results that ‘prove’ the beliefs.
A belief represents an agreement that something is true. It does not mean that something is true; it just
means that you choose to believe that it is, Whether or not you consciously made that agreement doesn’t
matter. To you, the belief is real and true. To the woman in the example, her beliefs are true. To the man in
the example, his beliefs are true. Most of your beliefs are unconscious agreements with what your parents
and other authority figures said; a few are based on experiences, but those experiences are always colored
by the beliefs you hold.
What matters is that you unconsciously agree with those statements or experiences. You may have grown
up believing that rich people are arrogant, selfish jerks because that is an opinion held by your father. You
unconsciously agree with the opinion because it was presented by an authority figure.
And that is the real secret about beliefs: they are opinions. They are completely made up, even if at one
point they may have been based on fact. Even if you have personal experience that supports this belief, it is
still an opinion because it can be both proven and disproven.
For example, if you hold the belief “I’m a klutz” it may have had its origins in a period of your life when you
were growing very rapidly, and like a puppy you had less than perfect control of your body. But now that
you are grown, your body is mature and coordinated, does that belief still apply or can it be disproven?
So just remember that you express outwardly what you believe inwardly, and what you are expressing may
be based on an opinion and not on fact. Think of any disempowering belief you hold as an opinion. It is not
the truth and it can be changed.
Where most people stumble is when they confuse beliefs with the truth. That is like saying that the map
of Germany is in fact Germany. But it’s not, is it? A map is a representation – on some level (although it is
based on truth), the representation - the map - is a personal interpretation. It created to make sense of the
information being presented but it is a representation of the physical information (the actual land, with the
roads, cities, homes and people on it). It is not the information itself. You don’t find red and blue lines all
over the German roads; or grey lines on the landscape to delineate borders; and cities are not circles with
names floating in the air overhead.
A belief such as, ‘the wilderness is a dangerous place’ may be part of your belief system. But for other
individuals, a wilderness experience is completely different and doesn’t come with the fear-based beliefs
that you hold. One person may love being outdoors and thrives in the wild, while another may be terrified
by the notion of solitude and self-reliance. Both beliefs are right – but both beliefs are only interpretations;
only opinions.
Think about any disempowering belief you may hold, such as “I’m no good at math.” When you decide that
this belief is nothing more than an opinion, it makes it that much easier to change.
Thinking about a lofty goal such as becoming a world-famous musician or winning the Nobel Peace Prize
may cause some disempowering beliefs to come up. You might tell yourself something like, “How can I
ever be classified among the greats? I can hardly manage to get through the day without something going
wrong!” meaning, “I’m not good enough”… or “What if they find out I’m really a fraud?” meaning, “I’m not
worthy.” These kinds of beliefs result in fear-based paralysis and that is why most people’s big dreams never
get off the ground.

Think about some of the opinions you may have heard throughout your lifetime such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Money is hard to come by, you have to work hard every day of your life.”
“It’s not what you know but who you know if you want to get ahead.”
“You’ll never amount to anything, you’re a terrible student!”
“Get off your high horse, quit that foolish dreaming and come back to reality.”
“So you think you’re too good for us, eh? Wait ‘til your poor mother hears this!”
“You can’t make a living as an artist. Get real! Find a career that will pay the bills!”

But remember, those are opinions! Challenge them! Set about disproving those opinions with new, better,
empowering opinions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Money comes easily when I’m sharing my talents.”
“I am always open to unexpected opportunities.”
“I’ve got the street smarts to excel in any thing!”
“All great things started out as dreams.”
“I am inspiring everyone in my family to live a better life.”
“I am making a very comfortable living doing what I love!”

These beliefs are opinions too – but they serve you much better than the others!
The bad news is, that because your beliefs aren’t sitting on the surface of your awareness – because they
are deeply entrenched in our subconscious and you believe they are true to the point where they have
become ‘part of you’ (part of your self-perception) – it’s difficult to uncover them.
Now that you understand how your beliefs run your life, it’s time for an upgrade.

8. Upgrading your programming
When you’ve upgraded your subconscious mind to a degree where you do not believe in limits, then
naturally your words and actions will follow, with miraculous results. You will not feel anxiety about
achieving a goal because the anxiety will have been removed. You will have a ‘knowing’ that since your
subconscious has been properly directed, it cannot help but produce the desired results.
Important:
Do not do any self-work while you are in a negative frame of mind. Do it only when you are feeling happy
and positive, because it’s the emotions that impress ideas on the subconscious and you don’t want to
associate negative emotions with positive ideas!
Practice developing a sunny disposition, no matter your circumstances. Smile more, laugh more, and do
your best to see the silver linings in every cloud and the blessings in every struggle. This will significantly
accelerate your progress!

9. Step 1: Awareness
This is not an easy task, when your mind is busy rationalizing your beliefs in the name of ‘logic’ and ‘reality’!
Many disempowering beliefs are disguised as ‘logic’ and ‘being realistic’ but you can become more
self-aware, with practice. You must learn to be a nonjudgmental, unshakable witness to your old patterns
that have been part of your programming. To become aware of your inner workings, look around you at
your circumstances. Then, reverse engineer the effect (an undesirable condition) and find the root cause –
some disempowering belief.
Using meditation, creative visualization, positive affirmations persistently and consistently, you can upgrade
your programming to honor who you really are, and live the life you deserve.
You now know that your conscious mind should have been programming your subconscious mind with
positive and empowering thoughts, and it wasn’t. That’s okay. The good news is that because beliefs are
only opinions, they can be changed. If you grow up believing that certain ethnic groups are not to be
trusted and later you have an experience that challenges that belief, you could change the belief to reflect
your experience.
If a belief is challenged, either by an experience or by your decision to challenge it, it can be changed. You
can decide, right now, that you do not have to believe everything you see, hear, touch, taste, smell or
experience. You can decide that what you experience is colored in large part by your current conditioning,
and that it’s based on your unique perspective – and beliefs and perspectives can change, thereby changing
your perception of things.
Be aware of your reactions to what happens. Be aware of the emotional “push” that certain events have,
that easily imprints them in your subconscious. Examine your beliefs about the world and you will see that
they are in fact true to you, but they are not universal and any belief can be disproven simply by standing in
another person’s shoes and seeing a situation from their point of view.
The following are some extremely effective self-reprogramming techniques.
Remember, only do this self-work when you’re in a positive, relaxed and happy frame of mind!
Your conscious mind is the programmer, and the subconscious is the computer. Affirmations are verbal
statements of new empowering beliefs you wish to imprint on your subconscious. You actually say
affirmations all the time – anytime you talk to yourself about something that’s wrong in your life, you’re
affirming that something’s wrong. But you can train yourself to change the tone of your self-talk. It just
takes awareness and practice, and the right technique.
Your subconscious takes you at your word, no matter what you’re telling it. Repeatedly saying, “I can’t
afford that” (an example of a negative, self-defeating affirmation) you can be sure your subconscious will
follow your orders. It will make sure that you are intensely uncomfortable asking for a raise, fearful of
taking an opportunity, and undisciplined with your money. These powerful prompts will ensure that you
take no action to improve your situation.
When you’re upgrading your beliefs, keep in mind that you cannot order a new belief to be imprinted in the
subconscious. The new belief must be absorbed by focusing only on what you want, not what you want to
get away from, and using the real secret to imprinting new ideas into your subconscious: feelings. Your

feelings are the vehicle on which you ‘carry’ new ideas into the subconscious.
Strong feelings are how ideas were implanted in the first place, so it will do you absolutely no good to try
to use affirmations that you mumble mindlessly without feeling. You must put your passion, heart and soul
into any efforts to imprint new ideas. Your subconscious mind has filters in place that prevent ideas from
being absorbed that don’t fit in with your belief system. Any competing idea will be immediately rejected.
In the internal battle between the 5% (conscious thoughts of “I am wealthy”) and the 95% (subconscious
thoughts and emotions of “I feel horrible because I am not worthy of wealth”), your conscious thoughts will
always lose. Those are not favorable odds!
However, the subconscious mind has no filters against feelings. That is the secret to using affirmations
effectively! Using feelings as a carrier helps prevent the internal resistance to new ideas.
Here’s how it works:
When you use an affirmation such as, “I am financially free” when your current circumstances say
otherwise, you create an internal battle. It’s a battle between what your senses and beliefs insist is true
and what you desire to be true. You can try saying affirmations like this and if you couple them with intense
positive emotions, eventually the idea will be assimilated.
But that’s the hard way. Why wait? Why not imprint the new idea quickly and avoid internal struggle?
This method is far more effective:
1. Think about how you will feel when your ideal situation has manifested: how does it feel to be
successful? Madly in love? Financially free? To know that you have triumphed over incredible odds?
To have solved a huge problem? It feels great! Also think about how good it feels when you’re in the
process of achieving what you want. Fabulous, right? There’s nothing better than having a dream
materialize before your very eyes! You’ll feel emotions of happiness, confidence, excitement,
enthusiasm, arousal and joy. You’ll feel strong, vibrant, powerful… there are many wonderful
feelings associated with what you desire so let yourself feel all of them in your creative
visualization!
2. Take that feeling and incorporate it into the single most powerful affirmation you will ever use:
“I love how great I feel when I think about… (being successful; or being in love).” Or, “I love how
wonderfully light and free I feel when I imagine being financially free.” Or, “What a fantastic feeling
of bliss it is to imagine triumphing over incredible odds (or solving a huge problem).” It’s important
to say, “when I think about” or “when I imagine” because then you’re not creating an inner battle.
You’re just thinking about your dream, not affirming that you are living it, which WILL create that
battle. Thinking and dreaming is okay! Feeling is okay!
3. As you say your affirmation, allow the strong, positive emotions to carry the idea past your
cognitive filters and embed into your subconscious mind.

This particular affirmation technique works miracles! It does not create any internal resistance, on two
levels:
•
•

You are focused on the feeling, not the idea. It’s okay to feel good about an idea. Your subconscious
mind won’t resist feelings.
You are talking about ‘thinking about’ a situation, not declaring that the situation exists. Thinking
about something is not the same as declaring that ‘it is.’ But by thinking about it, even indirectly,
you give that thought energy and that energy can’t help but expand!

By focusing on your feelings and talking about ‘thinking about’ and ‘feeling’ about an idea very subtly
imprints it into your subconscious. Your feelings are things, just like your thoughts. Together they are an
unstoppable creative force. If you don’t think about it, you won’t feel it. If you don’t ‘feel it’ you won’t do it.
It’s that simple.
First, know that no belief is ‘right’ or ‘wrong.’ This will help you put your self-limiting beliefs into
perspective. You did not choose any self-limiting beliefs (who would?); they were hand-me-downs from
your parents and other authority figures. The only thing to consider about a belief you hold is whether it
empowers or disempowers you.
Here is a wonderful exercise to help you release those disempowering self-limiting beliefs:
If you want something, you have to make room for it by letting something go. On one hand, it makes
perfect sense. If you’re going to adopt new empowering beliefs, you have to get rid of the disempowering
belief. To step into another room, you must leave the room you’re standing in now. Intellectually everyone
understands this. The problem of letting go is emotional. Letting go is hard because it means coping with
loss. Nobody likes loss. We all avoid it. We fear that letting go will be hard; we fear that it will hurt or that
it will leave some terrible void. That’s why it’s easier to hold on to old familiar beliefs, habits, relationships
and choices than moving on to something better. What we know is perceived as the lesser of two evils,
even it is disempowering.
To practice letting go, do this:
Pick up a small stone that you can easily fit in the palm of your hand. Don’t go searching for the perfect
rock, just pick up whatever is right in front of you. It can be smooth or jagged, it doesn’t matter. Grasp the
stone with your palm. Squeeze it as hard as you can.
Imagine that the stone represents a disempowering belief (or something you’ve been hanging on to past
its expiration date, like an unhappy relationship, a bad habit or a boring but comfortable job. Your muscles
will feel the tension of squeezing. Clenching creates constriction, not a light, expansive, happy feeling. If
what you’re holding on to isn’t for your higher good, you won’t feel light and free! Squeeze the stone a little
harder. In just a little while you won’t be able to squeeze as hard anymore but you will maintain a strong
grip.
A little later, to some extent you start to forget that you’re still clenching the stone. When you think about
it, the sensation may be uncomfortable but it has become familiar. When you don’t think about it and
become preoccupied with other things, you may forget that you’re holding the stone. But it’s still there!
You’re used to it and your hand clenches the stone without much conscious thought. The muscles have
“frozen” into a habitual position.

But… the stone in your hand holds you back. Even if you hold it very lightly, your hand is still full. It is
useless for doing anything else. You can’t hold anything else when you’re holding this stone! It’s impossible
to create the life you want… (that takes both hands)... when one hand is busy holding on to the past!
This is a very real way to understand how limiting beliefs hold you back.
Remember that the stone represents a disempowering belief, the wrong job, the wrong relationship or a
bad habit. You’ve been hanging on to it for a long time with a lot of effort! Does it feel good to hang on to it
or is the squeezing more trouble than it’s worth? Does this stone make your hand useful, or does it render
it useless? The stone is limiting your ability to create awesomeness! Are you ready to move on with your
life?
Now rotate your palm upward and relax your grip. Roll the stone around in your palm. Notice that it’s not
attached to your hand. The ‘attachment’ comes from your choice to hang on to it. If you feel irritation or
anger because you’ve been holding on too long, you’re ready to let it go. Squeeze it as hard as you can one
last time and focus on the familiar yet uncomfortable sensation of squeezing. Remind yourself that this
effort is not worth it! Turn your palm face down and decide that this thing you want to release no longer
serves you. Make the decision to drop it and open your hand. Watch the stone drop to the ground and
along with it the energy of what you’re releasing. For a moment, the nerves in your hand will retain the
memory of the stone (especially if you’ve been holding on very tightly); but soon the sensation is gone. It is
no longer ‘part’ of you.
Know that you were whole and complete before you picked up the stone. There was not a ‘void’ in you that
was filled by this belief (or habit, relationship, etc.). There was no void. So if you drop that which does not
serve you, you will not be any ‘less’ - in fact you will become open to allowing more of what is good!
Focus on the relief of letting go. Then, imagine yourself “holding” an empowering belief. This belief is not
a physical object that limits the abilities of your hand to do things. It is energy. Imagine the energy flowing
through your hand, your fingers, making your hand stronger, more agile and more capable.
This feeling is expansive. You can hold as many empowering beliefs as you want to because they don’t take
up any room in your hand and they don’t constrict your muscles.
Practice this exercise every day, each time focusing on releasing the same belief. Do this for a minimum
of 30 days or until you feel free of the belief. At the same time, take action to imprint a new empowering
belief!
Limits are just that, limits. They are meant to be transcended! They are meant to be broken, just like
records.
For example, it was once believed that humans were not capable of running a mile in less than four
minutes. Once that ‘impossible’ barrier was broken, the times kept coming down.
The very same attitude can be applied to your self-limiting beliefs.
Do you believe you can excel in anything you put your mind to?
Do you believe that you are worthy of success or abundance or love?
Do you believe that you have a right to be happy?
How about fulfilled?
Are your beliefs empowering or disempowering?

By practicing the dropping-stone exercise daily you can free yourself of disempowering beliefs. It takes just
a few minutes a day and may well be the most effective self-improvement exercise you can do!
Another belief-releasing exercise is challenging your beliefs as they arise.
When you identify a disempowering belief, ask yourself:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where did I get this belief?
Why do I believe this?
Was the person I learned it from a good model in this area? In other words, is it an empowering or
disempowering belief to that person? (You can see for yourself by observing their results).
In what way is this belief ridiculous, stupid or absurd?
What does this belief cost me emotionally?
What does this belief cost me mentally?
What does this belief cost me spiritually?
What does this belief cost me physically?
What does this belief cost me financially?
What does this belief cost me in my relationships?
What does this belief cost me in my enjoyment of life?
How am I currently benefitting from this belief?

The answers will speak for themselves. You will see that the cost of hanging on to a disempowering belief is
far, far greater than any satisfaction you may get from it. A belief may have served you in the past, but the
past is history. Let it go.
Take advantage of the Byproduct Effect: direct your attention to something that supports your goal, but
make the desire itself a happy byproduct of that goal. This works because unless your subconscious mind
has some sort of a block against this goal, there will be no internal argument to the idea you’re trying to
imprint!
For example, instead of focusing on losing weight, which impresses “weight” in the subconscious mind and
compels you to act on that image, focus on your awesome goal, which could be something like participating
in a mini-marathon for a charitable cause (this is a great example because “mini” implies “doable” and of
course a charity brings up positive feelings of being helpful and nice).
Think about:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How much fun it will be to train for a mini-marathon?
The self-esteem that comes from all the new skills you’ll pick up?
The new friends you’ll meet?
How much better you look and feel every week?
How much stronger you are every day?
How good you will feel as you challenge yourself?

These mental images/feelings have nothing to do with your ultimate desire - “weight loss” - which is a
byproduct of your fun new goal of doing a mini marathon!

Here’s another example:
If you want to improve your financial situation, don’t focus on having more money, or increasing your
wealth, or improving your abundance. Those desires might bring up internal resistance if you have
self-limiting beliefs around money. Instead, focus on some really inspiring, motivating goals. In our world,
practically every goal requires money – but do not ever mention money or picture money when you think
about these goals! Forget about the money.
Just picture/feel how you can enjoy achieving goals such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How great it feels to help your favorite charity build an animal shelter?
How much fun it is to travel the world?
How nice it is to enjoy your freshly-remodeled home?
How much satisfaction you get from helping your kids start a business?

If your mind starts arguing, come up with creative rebuttals: ‘helping’ a charity doesn’t always involve
money – you could fundraise, do hands-on building, use social media to spread the word… Traveling can
be done inexpensively – make a list of family or friends to visit, or find home sharing services… you get the
picture.
Whenever you encounter resistance, find creative non-financial rebuttals to the arguments. Take money
out of the equation and focus on the happy feelings you’ll have when you achieve the goal(s). Of course in
order to do these things using money, you must have much more money than you need to cover your basic
living expenses - but without mentioning money specifically, the idea is welcomed into the subconscious
because the subconscious has no resistance to ‘helping’ a charity (no mention of “giving money”); to travel
itself; to home remodeling, or other people’s dreams of entrepreneurship.
Yes, you have to be very sneaky to get ideas to imprint in your subconscious, especially if you have
particularly strong blocks against them! For each of your negative self-limiting and disempowering beliefs,
there exists its polar opposite: a positive, limitless and empowering belief. If you consistently direct your
focus to a goal that will result in the improvement you really desire, your subconscious will, on its own,
transmute the negative belief into its positive opposite. Your subconscious will be so busy achieving these
goals about which there is no resistance that it will ‘forget’ that you ‘aren’t worthy of money’ or ‘can’t lose
weight.’
Those neural pathways will deteriorate and be replaced by new beliefs and thought habits that ensure
success:
•

•

Because your focus was on a mini-triathlon, a natural byproduct of that is that you did indeed
lose weight - without giving a single moment’s thought to that byproduct! Suddenly, being at your
healthy weight has become positively imprinted in your subconscious.
Because of your focus on wonderful positive things you can do in your life like helping your kids
start a business, you automatically do what it takes and in the process shatter your self-limiting
beliefs about money because you’ve taken the stress of manifesting money out of the picture and
because of your focus, the ways and means will come to you – including money.

Focusing on what you want (in the above examples, to be thin and to be wealthy) can derail you if you have
negative beliefs surrounding these ideals. So by choosing goals where these ultimate desires are a natural
byproduct of success – and without focusing on these ‘ultimate’ goals - you avoid the inner resistance.

10. Step 2: “I have enough!”
The way to get rid of a bad habit is not through force or willpower because even though the behavior is
gone, the urge remains and it can rear its ugly head even many years later. To effectively remove a bad
habit (and this includes mental habits!) means replacing it with a positive habit and making it feel just as
rewarding as the hold habit.
For example, if you are constantly telling yourself, “It’s hard to make ends meet” and you’re constantly
counting your income and expenses in your head, it’s become a terrible habit that only attracts more
financial struggle.
To stop that habit is extremely difficult. It’s better to replace it with a positive mental habit: the moment
you start doing your mental math, say to yourself, “I have enough.” And feel the emotion you have when
you have enough money in your account. Feel how relaxed and happy you are, knowing you have enough.
It doesn’t matter what amount ‘enough’ is - it could be enough to pay your bills, or enough to go on a grand
cruise, or enough to buy some new shoes, or enough to splurge on a dinner out. Whatever ‘enough’ means
to you, feel it.
Do this consistently for a minimum of 30 days - every single time you catch yourself doing your mental
accounting - and you will become more relaxed about money, and you will start letting go of the
disempowering belief that you don’t have enough.

A 30-day trial
Most of your results are habit-driven. Your subconscious beliefs and mental habits give rise to emotions,
actions and therefore your results. To change your results, replace your self-defeating habits.
For example, let’s say you have been telling yourself negative things about exercise. If you believe you are
clumsy, too out of shape, too uncoordinated and too tired to exercise, you’ve activated the nocebo effect,
and of course your choices become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Deep down you know you should change your
sedentary habits, but if your body image and thought habits about exercise are keeping you stuck on the
couch, you’ll have to create new habits if you’re going to see any improvement. A list of the benefits of
exercise, a doctor’s orders and even a true desire to change may not be enough to get past your
self-defeating habits. You either won’t make the effort, or the effort will fizzle out in a few weeks. 50% of
people who start an exercise program give it up within 6 months, and many sooner than that. The same
applies to any goals - of the people who actually start, most will quit within a few months.
What if you could automate success?
Right now, if you’re struggling in any area of your life, you can be sure that your struggles are automatic.
New, positive, empowering habits will automate success. Even if you’re skeptical, are you willing to give it a
30-day trial?
Many merchants give you the option of a risk-free 30-day trial before you commit to the purchase. Try it,
give it 100%, and if at the end of the 30 days you’re not satisfied, give yourself permission to go back to
your old ways.

This works, because by the time the 30 days are up, the customer has become accustomed to the product,
and they usually go ahead with the purchase. You can use this on yourself when you’re creating a positive
new habit because a 30-day trial removes the pressure that is inherent in making a long-term commitment.
The hardest part of creating a habit is making a part of your daily routine. Commit to yourself for just 30
days. 30 days of ‘no excuses, no matter what’ practice (this is essential!). Treat it as a fun challenge, and
remember, while you’re creating a new habit you’re also deconstructing an old habit.
Give yourself two things:
1. The challenge of being disciplined and persistent for 30 days of daily practice
2. The permission to revert back to your old habits at the end of the trial
What you will get from a 30-day trial:
•
•
•
•
•

The new behavior will be a habit - easier and easier every day.
The old pattern will have been broken, making it easier to stick with the new habit.
You’ll be empowered to take on more challenges like this.
You’ll enjoy a month’s worth of results.
You will have created momentum; it’s easy to keep riding the wave.

This is a brilliant way to take the pressure off yourself to make positive change. You really can do anything
you want for 30 days! And, you will be 30 days closer to your goals.
Success tip:
This challenge is best suited to something you want to make part of your daily routine, such as exercise or
taking daily action on your goals. The critical element is daily practice, so choosing a 30-day trial for
something you don’t do often is a waste of time. What you’ll find is that as you automate positive daily
habits, these habits will have a trickle-down effect on your less frequent choices.
Mental/emotional elements of the 30-day trial:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Set realistic goals. Don’t suddenly decide that you’re going to run for an hour every day; start with
small goals that will build into larger goals. For example, instead of cutting out TV entirely, make a
deal with yourself to watch just your one favorite show every day, and record the rest for when you
have time.
Visualize success, and visualize yourself enjoying the challenge on a daily basis. Do this anytime you
feel like skipping a day; first thing in the morning, and last thing as you go to bed at night.
Choose to view the process as enjoyable - as an adventure, not a chore; as a fun challenge, not a
daunting task. Having fun along the way gives you motivation to get up and do it every day.
Keep a progress journal where you can set measurable goals and track them.
Get social support. If you have an accountability buddy or someone who wants to take on the same
challenge with you, you’ll motivate each other.
Use positive self-talk, especially when you are in a motivational slump.
Do it anyway. Sometimes, you’ll find a hundred excuses why you can’t work on this habit today.
Shut those excuses down and go do it. Action feels good and you’ll soon forget that you were
grumbling about it. This is especially important if you tell yourself you don’t have time to do this.
You have time. You might have to prioritize. So do that.

•

•

•

•

Enjoy being a beginner. Many people let their ego get in the way and they want to be seen as an
expert as soon as possible. This is a recipe for burnout, frustration, overwhelm, low self-esteem
and quitting. Look at whatever you’re doing with curiosity. There’s always more to learn so have fun
learning!
Commit to 15-30minutes of practice in whatever habit you choose, every single day with no days
off, for 30 days. Be realistic so you can fit it into your schedule. Don’t overwhelm yourself or it will
be too tempting to say, “Not today.”
Go gently on yourself. There’s a fine line between pushing your limits a little, and pushing yourself
too hard. The new habit should be enjoyable so that you’re motivated to repeat the experience day
after day.
Depending on how you feel about a particular new habit (hard, easy, daunting, simple, etc.) you
may wish to take on just one, or several. Again - it’s better to be conservative and take on what you
know you can handle (with a little discipline) but not so much that you are overwhelmed. For best
results, if you’re going to take on several challenges, make it no more than three.

Are you wondering what habits are the best ones to pick up?
You can choose from the following, or use them to inspire you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meditate for 15-30 minutes a day.
Keep a journal (all of the world’s greatest achievers and successful people do this).
Take 15-30 minutes to clean your home and workplace every day.
Always look your best, even if nobody is looking.
Read something that will help you achieve your dreams, every day.
Get up early, and use that time to meditate, plan your day and execute the most daunting tasks you
would normally procrastinate on.
Stop watching TV.
Exercise every day.

Replace the bad with the good using these simple tricks:
•

•

•

•

•

Make it public. The more (supportive) people you tell about your goal, the more motivated you will
be to look good in front of them by achieving it. Engage them by asking for advice and guidance
(even if you don’t take it); they’ll be interested and will keep you on track with their questions
about your progress.
Tack a new behavior onto something you routinely do anyway. For example, right after you’ve
brushed your teeth, wipe down the bathroom; right after you have your morning coffee, read
several pages in a book or an article about a goal you’re working toward; right after you’ve taken
care of your morning tasks at work, take a 15-minute break for a brisk walk.
Make the new habit as challenging and fun as you can. Making it harder is more stimulating and
engaging. For example, using your non-dominant hand makes you really think about something: this
can be anything from cleaning your workspace or writing notes to yourself.
Use music. Music is a great motivator! Find out what music is best for you in any given situation (for
example, fun, fast rock music for physical chores or exercise; classical while you’re paying bills; or
ambient nature sounds when you’re reading).
Challenge yourself to complete the task in half the time you anticipate - but with excellence and
your full, undivided attention!

Motivation:
•

•

Extrinsic: the “carrot and the stick” approach involving rewards: buying yourself a new wardrobe
for losing weight; approval and recognition for others; awards like medals; and measurable progress
(personal best records, etc.). Extrinsic motivators get you going in the beginning and keep you
motivated as you progress but they are not as powerful in the long run as intrinsic motivators.
Intrinsic: feeling good about the experience itself. It is the satisfaction of progress, the joys of the
little moments and the enjoyment of the challenge. It’s suffering through the tough parts that make
success all the sweeter! The real prize is the awesome feelings you get along the way!

As soon as your subconscious accepts an idea, it immediately begins to execute it. You will find that this
brief but intense investment in creating empowering habits will pay off with huge dividends once the
behavior is automated.

11. Step 3: Taking conscious control
You know that your beliefs come mostly from outside sources. Here is how to take control and shape your
own belief system, one that is aligned with what you want:
1. Stop allowing outside influences to shape your reality. You’re an adult now. You are a free-thinking
adult with some experience under your belt. You are no longer at the mercy of parents and teachers
who imprint their values on you (for better or for worse). However, you are still being manipulated
by outside influences. The less attention you pay to mass media and advertising, the better. You are
being told what to think (the world is a terrible place full of atrocities and daily drama), what to
consume (if you drink this beer or drive that car, you will be popular and sexy), how to live (if you
don’t have a dozen credit cards, in your wallet, you are a loser) and more. When you’re watching TV,
for example, have some fun challenging the statements made by advertisers and the newscasters.
Always remember that in the case of advertising, you are being manipulated for the sake of someone’s financial gain - admittedly this is a rather cynical view of the world, but on the other hand, it
does serve to make you aware of just how much people are being manipulated and how limiting
beliefs are continually being imprinted! The more you challenge what you see and hear, the more
you will empower yourself to think for yourself, according to your inner guidance. Whenever you
come across an idea that doesn’t make you feel good or doesn’t ring true to you, refuse it.
Challenge them, refuse to believe them and above all, do not give them mental energy. Just refuse
to entertain those thoughts. Immediately direct your focus to something more pleasing. Become
action-oriented and think about how you can help in times of crisis instead of thinking, “Oh, those
poor people, how awful for them! It must be so terrible! What a tragedy!”
2. Whenever you feel a conflict between what you believe and what you are told to believe, or a
conflict between what you’ve been taught to believe and your own inner guidance (in the form of
feelings), then challenge and question what you’ve been taught to believe! Nearly all beliefs that
people hold are opinions… not the truth (remember, each individual’s truth is based on their own
conditioning).
3. Be aware of your emotions. Beliefs always elicit emotions. If you believe something disempowering,
you don’t feel good. If you believe something empowering, you feel good. It’s really that simple! So
when you tell yourself, “I’m no good at math” - you certainly don’t feel like skipping for joy about
it, do you? Therefore it’s a limiting belief that must be dropped like a stone if you are to feel good
about yourself.
4. Be aware that disempowering beliefs attract similar beliefs to them. If you have a self-limiting belief
about your math skills, for example, you probably have a corresponding belief about your abilities
as a student, or about your ability to manage your finances. So as you start releasing these
disempowering beliefs, know that your subconscious will challenge the release by pointing out that
you also can’t do this-or-that. Release the belief anyway, and act the part. Remember that beliefs
need proof in order to survive, so offer proof to the contrary. Show yourself that you are picking up
the skills, knowledge and experience that is disproving the old belief and supporting the new one.

5. Beware of comfort. This may sound counter-intuitive as comfort is a natural human desire. But, we
often confuse comfort with complacency, with settling for less than our potential, and for staying
attached to the familiar even if it is disempowering. The dictionary defines comfort as ‘a state of
physical ease and freedom from pain or constraint.’ It has nothing whatsoever to do with anything
other than ease and freedom. Here’s the difference:
• Comfort: knowing that you have achieved financial freedom.
• Complacency: believing that you cannot be financially free (whatever that means to you); as a
result, you talk yourself into the “comfort” of a familiar but meager existence of constant money
worries (because ‘everyone’ is struggling in “this economy”).
• Comfort: knowing that you are free of the pain of an unhealthy relationship.
• Complacency: staying in that relationship (which may be unfulfilling or downright abusive) for
the sake of familiarity, “for the sake of the kids,” fear of financial ruin and other excuses.
Basically, true comfort feels good on all levels - physical, emotional, mental and spiritual. Otherwise,
your “comfort” is really complacency. And that complacency is the child of disempowering beliefs.
Complacency can feel comfortable, but it’s a forced comfort - a familiarity based on fear.
6. Focus on improvement. You can improve the quality of your beliefs by focusing on improvement.
For example, imagine that you have always wanted to be an architect. However, you believe that
you can’t be successful as an architect because you heard that one needs excellent math skills and
you believe you aren’t good at math. If that’s the case, you would never even enroll in architectural
school. But… what if you were to just focus on improving your skills? What if you decided, “I will get
better at math? I will hire a tutor and take online classes. I will study extra hard and learn the skills I
will need to become an architect.” Can you see how powerfully this shifts your attention away from
a disempowering belief and toward what you want to achieve? You can prime your mind to accept
any empowering belief by focusing on improvement. You can change the beliefs that say, “This is
impossible” by becoming better and better, and continually reaching higher. Achieve a small goal,
and build on it. Achieve that one, and build on it. Small steps like this will start to accelerate and
move you toward your goals faster and faster.
• If you failed in a sport in the past because you were physically weak and you lacked
coordination, set your focus on improving these areas. Make it a daily practice to increase your
strength and agility. As you start noticing measurable improvements, you will empower yourself
to achieve your physical aspirations.
• If you believe that you are no good at managing your money, start by becoming disciplined
about savings. Employ the principle of paying yourself first - put aside 1% of your income every
time you receive any money, no matter what how much it is (truly, you can do this no matter
your income level) and do not touch it. After a while (let yourself become used to this practice)
increase your self-contribution to 2%. Get used to that, and you’ll start seeing your savings
increase, even if slowly. After some time, increase to 3% and so forth.
There is no area of your life that will not benefit from this kind of incremental disciplined
improvement.Instead of turning your own creative power against yourself, learn to direct it toward
yourself. Take on small challenges that push you close to your limits instead of playing it safe.
All it takes, really, is creating new habits that will gradually push those old disempowering beliefs out. A
habit takes anywhere from 21 to 90 days to become automatic (until it resides as a habit in your
subconscious).

During that time, practice small changes:
•

•

•

To believe that you can be productive every single day, get up 30 minutes early and take care of
some important task before you do anything else (no coffee, no getting dressed, nothing but
singular focus on that task). Most of the world’s most successful people have a habit of getting up
early. It’s been said that the first hour of any day is the most important - hence the saying, “getting
up on the wrong side of the bed.” Choose to be disciplined for that first hour, and you will face the
day with a tremendous sense of accomplishment while most people are still stumbling around in
their pajamas! If you do this every day you will vaporize the illusory belief that you don’t have time
for your goals.
To believe that you are worthy of something (success, love, happiness, etc.) do something kind for
yourself every day. Say, “I love myself” every single day; follow it up with a smile at yourself in the
mirror; and do something nice for yourself - eat a healthy meal, go for a walk, meditate, relax in a
bubble bath, read a chapter of an uplifting book, listen to some music… these small moments of
happiness are normal and natural. You deserve them, so indulge in them. Do this every day and you
will develop the habit of self-love.
To believe that you can achieve something that overwhelms you completely, write an action plan.
Break it down into the smallest chunks you can - a small daily task that you know you can
accomplish. Then, make it a habit to act on your plan. Do this every day, and you will create a habit
of proactive action instead of procrastination. Take on the most difficult task first. It’s too easy to
procrastinate and save the hard things for ‘when I have more time’ or ‘when I have more energy’
but you know perfectly well that the perfect time will never come. It’s far better to develop a habit
of doing the most difficult, daunting task first. Do it to the best of your abilities, and get it out of the
way. Release the energy of that task instead of letting it weigh you down with ‘you haven’t done
this yet…’ And, subsequent easier tasks will seem effortless to the point that you won’t even notice
that you’re still ‘working’. Imagine how productive you can be this way!

These are just a few ways you can create positive and empowering habits that will create new neural
pathways in your brain. You will literally rewire yourself with daily practice!
Raise the bar consistently, in small increments. The key to reprogramming your beliefs is to be persistent
and consistent. With practice, your dominant thoughts will become your beliefs. Your beliefs will then
support your faith, knowing and expectation, and you will be motivated to take the necessary actions to
achieve your goals.
Practice positive thinking. To think about what you don’t want is to impress on your subconscious what you
don’t want. The subconscious does not understand the word ‘don’t’ or ‘no.’ So if you’re trying to imprint,
“I don’t want to be poor,” the subconscious will quickly jump on the notion of ‘poor’ and ignore the rest of
the sentence… and poor you shall remain. You must train your mind to focus on what you want, and only
what you want.
A classic case of this is being afraid of something, such as getting the flu every winter. The more you think
about “not” getting the flu, the more you think about the flu, and the more your subconscious says, “Okay,
one really nasty case of the flu, coming up!” You literally change your physiology with your thoughts, so if
you’re opening the door wide by thinking about the influenza virus, you are inviting it in. Always
remember, “what you focus on, expands” so the less attention you give the unwanted aspects of your life,
the less prominent they will be; and the more attention you give to your desires, the more prominent they
will be.

12. Playing with your imagination
Your imagination created your reality. What you imagine to be real, is real in the nonphysical and given
enough energy, becomes real in the physical. The way to harness the imagination for your higher good, to
create more pleasing situations and to imprint empowering beliefs into the subconscious is by using
creative visualization.
Actually, you already do that - but if your imagination is running wild with worry and other self-defeating
mental images, then you’re misdirecting your incredible powers. The trick is to use creative visualization
consciously and deliberately. Visualization is the most effective way to reprogram the subconscious mind.
There are a few basic steps to effective creative visualization. If you master these, and apply them daily, you
will create a very quick change in your subconscious mind:
1. Relax! It won’t do any good to visualize while you’re stressed or upset. The very best time to do
creative visualization is first thing in the morning, immediately upon waking. At this stage of the day,
your mood is generally good, your inner chatterbox hasn’t fired up yet and your mind is relatively
quiet. You are also more relaxed physically. To get into the creative zone:
• Sit comfortably with your spine upright and chest open so you don’t obstruct your breathing.
• Close your eyes and take a few deep breaths. Empty your mind of thought by becoming very
interested in your breathing (it really is fascinating, this thing that we take for granted!). When
you notice that your thoughts have relaxed and you are ready to have some fun, set your
intention (make the decision) to start creating something wonderful.
2. Imagine! Now the fun starts! Other than the following rules, there are no rules or limits to what you
can create in your imagination.
• Never allow ‘what is’ to interfere with your imagination. Imagination can be as unlikely or
impossible as you want! Like a child, don’t worry about ‘how.’ ‘How’ does not matter. You will,
most assuredly, be guided in the right direction.
• Have fun! It is absolutely essential that you approach creative visualization with a playful
attitude. The reason is that if you approach it from a place of need or want, your focus is on lack.
And by the Law of Attraction, lack is what you will get. So, take a playful attitude, as if you were
a child. Put NO pressure on yourself. Just imagine that what you are creating is icing on the cake
- that your life is already spectacular as it is, and this new thing or experience is just for fun, just
to enhance something that is already wonderful.
• Visualize yourself in the picture. It doesn’t work if you create images but you aren’t in them. If
you want a new car, picture yourself sitting behind the wheel, your hands on the gorgeous
leather of the steering wheel, your eyes gazing at the dashboard… your subconscious mind
cannot tell the difference between physical reality and inner reality because it does not have
physical senses. You have to tell it what you want.
3. Feel! Feelings are essential too. There are feelings of being in the picture: in the car example, the
physical feelings of touching the steering wheel, the physical feeling of wind in your hair, the
awesome new car smell, perhaps the taste of the grape-scented air as you drive through a vineyard,
and the purr (or the roar) of the engine. Then, there are also the emotions that you feel as you’re
driving: exhilaration, happiness, confidence… basically, the more realistic you can make it, the more
of an impact you will make on your subconscious mind.

4. Believe! Again, don’t worry about how. If you have the right playful, no-pressure, ‘just for fun’
attitude, it’s easier to believe that your dream is not only possible but well on its way to manifesting in your physical experience. This is not lying to yourself because what you desire IS already real,
already yours, on another plane of existence. Belief allows you to coax the nonphysical version of
your desire into the physical realm. In the words of Jesus Christ, “What things soever you ask for
when you pray, believe that you receive them, and you shall have them.” (Mark 11:24)
5. Detach (allow)! Detaching from the desired outcome may sound counterintuitive, but it makes
sense. You already take what you have for granted - so take what you desire for granted too, in the
sense that you absolutely do not worry at all about “when is it coming to me?” or “how is it coming
to me?” Just let it go. You’ve put in your order, now go about your days cheerfully and confidently
in appreciation of what you have, delighting in the moments that you would otherwise pass by if
your mental resources are taken up with wishing and longing. If you can’t let go of the process and
you’re constantly trying to outthink the universal mind… think again. You are trying to “construct”
your desires out of resources you believe are currently available to you. The universal mind knows
better - it can create something out of “no-thing.” So just relax! Have some fun!
6. Be grateful! Appreciate what you have. This helps you let go of the need to control the process, and
allows you to enjoy every step.
7. Take inspired action. Again, don’t force. Let your higher self guide you and take advantage of any
opportunities or information that jump out at you. Be calm and deliberate in the actions you take just as a plant does not hurry as fast as it can to reach a state of maturity where it will produce fruit,
do not rush, do not force, do not “do” for the sake of being busy. Just be aware, alert and enjoy
acting on the inspirations you receive. Moving from “things happen to me” to “things happen
because of me” is not something you’re going to be comfortable with immediately. That’s okay!
Your mind will want proof (it’s used to “seeing is believing”) so start small, and give it feedback.
Then you can move on to greater and greater goals and concepts that used to cause internal
conflict.

The Blue Feather Exercise
Richard Bach, in his book Illusions, suggests this creative visualization exercise when you’re just learning to
consciously guide your imagination and manifest what you desire.
First, start with manifesting something that you have no resistance to, something that is not important
(necessary to you) and something you don’t feel you are lacking. It’s a “just for fun” exercise.
Visualize a blue feather. Remember to use your senses to paint a complete picture. Think about the blue
feather every day, as often as you remember to. But don’t obsess about it - it’s much more important to
enjoy the visualization and all of the sensations you have when you think about it.
Enjoy the beauty of the feather; enjoy the delicate weight of the feather in your hand. Enjoy the iridescent
quality it has in the sun. Above all, love the idea of the feather. It’s so beautiful! It’s such a miracle that this
feather helps a bird become airborne and soar through the sky! It’s so marvelously functional and beautiful
at the same time. Enjoy the thought of the feather. Enjoy and feel the miracle that it is.

Within a very short time, a blue feather will manifest in some way. If you are frustrated that you don’t see
one soon, it could be because you were trying too hard. Relax!
Keep envisioning the feather and don’t worry about when or how. Love the idea of the feather and it will
come to you! As you practice with small manifestations like this, you will become comfortable using your
powers to create the life situations you want. Gradually, your subconscious mind will come to accept that
what is not yet seen can come into your physical reality. You’ll develop confidence and empowering beliefs.
The more you practice manifesting, the more you realize that you are in fact the creator of your reality. It’s
fun, and there are no limits to what you can create once you learn to consciously direct your energies!
Keep it light and free – just for fun – as you learn to manifest.
Take all the pressure off yourself, and you’ll see just how remarkable your subconscious mind is at
sharpening your awareness and making you take the actions that guarantee success! Make any desire
subconscious and it will manifest for you. You will, absolutely, manifest anything you desire if your desire
and feelings are strong and deeply impressed into the subconscious. Don’t be surprised if your desire
comes to you through unexpected channels - but come it will, you can be assured of that.

13. The conclusion
These are just some extremely simple and efficient ways of how to get control over your mind by learning
how to consciously imprint the right messages and thus change your inner atmosphere for the better.
At that point your subconscious mind will be able to express what had been imprinted to your advantage.
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